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Abstract 

 

In this paper, we prove that there is a continuous linear representation 

from a topological group into a topological vector space. By that representation, 

the   topological vector space is called a representation space. Furthermore, if we 

have a complete reducible continuous linear representation, then its every 

continuous linear subrepresentation is complete reducible. Based on a fact that 

every irreducible continuous linear representation is complete reducible, we prove 

that a complete reducible continuous linear representation space is direct sum of 

topological vector subspaces which are minimal invariant over this representation. 

 

Keywords: continuous linear representation, irreducible, complete reducible, and 

invariant over a representation  

 

1 Introduction 
 

A linear operator is a linear function or a linear transformation from a 

vector space V into itself. A topological vector space is a vector space that is 

completed by a topology and satisfies some axioms of continuous function 

properties [4]. This is an extended topology concept on an algebra structure, 

especially on a linear operator space. A topological group is a group that is a 

topological space satisfying two axioms of continuity function [5,7]. Many  

researchers have explored an application of the topological group on genetics [9]. 

The relationship among groups and vector spaces is given by a map which is  
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called a linear representation.  A linear representation of a finite group has been 

discussed by some researchers, see Verlag and Pierre [1, 8]. Many applications of 

linear representation of a finite group have been done by Aschbacher [6] and 

Dong [3]. In 2009, Palupi et al. [2] discussed the constructions of topology on 

Lc(V).            

Let (V,V) and (W,W) be topological vector spaces over a field F. A 

collection Lc(V,W), the set of all continuous linear functions from V into W is a 

vector space over F, but it is not a topological vector space yet. Based on compact 

open topology R [2, 5, 10], we construct a topology on Lc(V,W). In the discussion, 

C(V,W) denotes the set of all continuous functions from a topological space V into 

a topological space W. 
 

Definition 1.1 Let (V, V) and (W, W) be topological vector spaces over a field F. 

For C  V compact and H  W, we define the set 

                                       s(C,H) = {T  C(V,W)│T(C)H}.  
 

From Definition 1.1, we have Lemma 1.2. 
 

Lemma 1.2 Let S be the collection of all s(C,H). Then S is a subbasis for a 

topology on C(V,W).   

 

The topology that is constructed by the subbasis S is called a compact 

open topology, and is written by VW.  
 

By considering Definition 1.1, from the subbasis of topology and product 

topology, we construct a topology on Lc(V,W). Since Lc(V,W) is a subset of 

C(V,W), Lc(V,W) is a topological space induced by VW such that Lc(V,W) has a 

compact open subtopology vwL. Furthermore, based on the product topology on 

(Lc(V,W),vwL)   (Lc(V,W),vwL), the product topology on (F,F)   (Lc(V,W),vwL) 

and by constructing a continuous function f from (Lc(V,W),vwL)   (Lc(V,W), vwL)  

into (Lc(V,W),vwL) and a function g from (F, F) (Lc(V,W),vwL) into 

(Lc(V,W),vwL), then we have Lemma 1.3, Corollary 1.4, and Lemma 1.5. 

Let X and Y be topological spaces. The functions π1 and π2 denote the 

projection of X  Y onto its first factors of X and onto its second factors of Y, 

respectively. 
 

Lemma 1.3 Let (Lc(V,W),vwL) be a topological space, and π1 and π2 be the 

projections of (Lc(V,W), vwL)   (Lc(V,W), vwL) onto its first and second factors, 

respectively.  Then the collection SVW = {π1
-1(X)│ XvwL } { π2

-1(Y)│ YvwL } 

is  a  subbasis  for   a  product   topology  vw on (Lc(V,W),vwL)   (Lc(V,W),vwL). 

Moreover, if (F,F) is a topological space and π1, π2 are the projections of (F,F) 

  (Lc(V,W), vwL) onto its first and second factors, respectively, then SFW={π1
-1(X) 

│ XF}  {π2
-1(Y)│ YvwL} is a subbasis for a  product   topology    Fw on 

(F,F)   (Lc(V,W), vwL). 
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Corollary 1.4 Let (Lc(V,W),vwL)   (Lc(V,W),vwL) and (F,F)   (Lc(V,W),vwL) be 

vector spaces. Then (Lc(V,W),vwL)   (Lc(V,W),vwL) and (F,F)   (Lc(V,W),vwL) 

are  topological spaces with their  topology   vw   and   Fw, respectively.  
 

Lemma 1.5 Let (Lc(V,W),vwL), (Lc(V,W),vwL)   (Lc(V,W),vwL) and (F, F)   

(Lc(V,W),vwL)  be  topological spaces, which are vector spaces over a field F. If 

the maps fL : (Lc(V,W),vwL)   (Lc(V,W),vwL)    (Lc(V,W), vwL) and gL : (F,F) 

  (Lc(V,W),vwL)     (Lc(V,W),vwL ) are defined by  fL(Tc1,Tc2) =   Tc1 + Tc2  and  

gL( ,Tc) =  Tc  for every Tc1, Tc2, Tc (Lc(V,W),vwL), F, then  fL  and  gL  

are continuous. 

 

We have (Lc(V,W), vwL) is a topological vector space. In case, W = V, we 

denote Lc(V,V) by Lc(V). By Lemma 1.5, Lc(V) is a topological vector space.  

 

2 Main Result  
 

 Suppose G is a finite group and V is a vector space over the field . A 

linear representation of G in V is a homomorphism  from the group G into 

GL(V), where GL(V) is the group of isomorphisms of V onto itself. If we involve a 

topology on group G and on vector space V, we may obtain a continuous linear 

representation. That is a linear representation which is continuous. It will be 

proved there exists a continuous linear representation from a topological group 

(finite or infinite) into a topological vector space. 
 

Let (V, ) be topological vector space over a field F. In the succeeding 

discussion, we write (V, ) by V.  Let GLc(V) = {T│T: V→V linear, continuous 

and bijective}. The set GLc(V) is not empty and GLc(V)  Lc(V). Furthermore, by 

a topology GL, that is an induced by topology L on Lc(V) and restriction maps fL 

and gL on GLc(V), we have GLc(V) is a topological vector subspace of Lc(V). 

Under a composition operation, GLc(V) is a topological group. Now, let (G,) be a 

topological group. Since G is a group, xyG for every x,yG. We can define a 

map c from (G,) into GLc(V) such that, for every x,yG, c(xy) = c(x) ◦ c(y). 

Notice that for the identity element eG, c(x) = c(ex) = c(xe)  = c(x) ◦ c(e) = 

c(e) ◦ c(x). Thus, c(e) is the identity element in GLc(V). Since, for each xG, 

there is an inverse element x-1G such that xx-1 = x-1x = e, c(xx-1) = c(x) ◦ c(x
-1) 

= c(e) = c(x
-1x) = c(x

-1) ◦ c(x), we have c(x
-1) = (c(x))-1. By considering the 

definition of GLc(V), for every xG, there exists an element in GLc(V) as the 

image of c at x.  

 

             We write the image of c at x by Tcx for every xG. That means, c(x) will 

be written by Tcx for every xG. For the next discussion, c denotes a map from 

(G,) into (GLc(V),GL) such that c(xy) = c(x) ◦ c(y) for every x,yG. The map 

c has a basic property that will stated in Theorem 2.1.  
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Theorem 2.1 Let (G,) and (GLc(V),GL) be topological groups. Then the map            

 c :  (G,)   (GLc(V),GL)  is a continuous homomorphism.  

Proof. For arbitrary x,yG,  we have  c( x y) = Tc(xy) where Tc(xy)(v) =                

(Tcx ◦ Tcy)(v) for every vV. This implies that, for each ,x yG, c( x y) =c( x ) ◦ 

c( y ). Hence, c is a homomorphism and it satisfies c(x
-1) = (Tcx)

-1, where x-1 is 

the inverse element of x, and, for the identity element e of G, c(e) = Tce = Ic, 

where Ic is the identity element in GLc(V).  

Next, we will show that c is continuous. Based on Definition 1.1, for an 

arbitrary UGL, there is a basis GL  GLc(V) such that U = 
i I
  Bi, where 

BiGL , and I is the index set. We obtain, c
-1(U) = c

-1(
i I
  Bi ) =  

i I
 c

-1(Bi ). 

Since GL is subbasis for topology GL, every BiGL has the property that Bi = 

1

n

  Sj, where Sj   GL. Hence, c
-1(Bi ) = c

-1(  
1

n

  Sj) = 
1

n

  c
-1( Sj ). Since every 

Sj  GL implies Sj   GL, we have Sj GL for every j = 1,…,n.  We obtain Sj is 

an open set for every j=1,…,n. So, c
-1(Bi ) is also an open set for every iI. 

Finally, we have c
-1(U) is an open set in G, which implies c is continuous. ■                             

                                                                                                      

 From Theorem 2.1, there is a continuous linear representation between the 

topological groups (G,) and (GLc(V),GL). 
  

Let (V, ) be a topological vector space. By considering an induced 

topology, every subspace U of V is a topological vector subspace such that we can 

write as (U, U), where  U is a topology induced by  on U. A topological vector 

subspace U of V is called invariant over c if c(x)(u) = Tx(u) in U for every xG 

and uU. Irreducibility and reducibility of continuous linear representation are 

listed in the following definition.  
  

Definition 2.3 A continuous linear representation c from a topological group 

(G,  ) into a topological vector space (V, ) is called irreducible if the only 

invariant topological vector subspaces of V over c are {0} and (V, ). A 

continuous linear representation c is called complete reducible if every invariant  

topological vector subspace U of V over c has an  invariant  topological vector 

subspace W of V over c such that  U   W = V. 

 

 An invariant topological vector subspace U over c is called minimal if U 

is contained in every invariant topological vector subspace over c. Before we 

discuss the relationship between a continuous linear representation c and a 

minimal invariant topological vector subspace over c, we give a relationship 

between irreducible and complete reducible continuous linear representations, 

which will be stated in Lemma 2.4.  
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Lemma 2.4 Every irreducible continuous linear representation is complete 

reducible. 

Proof. Let c be an irreducible continuous linear representation from a topological 

group (G,  ) into a topological vector space (V, ). That means that the only 

invariant topological vector subspaces over c of V are {0} and (V, ). If we put 

{0} as an invariant topological vector subspace of V over c, then V is the 

invariant topological vector space over c such that  V = {0}   V. If we put V as 

an invariant topological vector space over c, then {0} is the invariant topological 

vector space over c such that  V = V  {0}.  Thus,  c is a complete reducible 

continuous linear representation. ■  

  

Let c be a continuous linear representation from a topological group 

(G,  ) into a topological vector space (V, ), and (U,U) be an invariant 

topological vector subspace of (V, ) over c. The representation c
U is called a 

subrepresentation of c if c
U is a continuous linear representation from the 

topological group (G,  ) into the topological vector space (U,U). That means c
U 

is a continuous homomorphism from (G,  ) into (GLc(U), GL). Theorem 2.5 gives 

relationship between a representation and its subrepresentation in the terms of 

complete reducibility.  
 

Theorem 2.5 If c is a complete reducible continuous linear representation, then 

every subrepresentation of c is complete reducible.  

Proof. Let c be a continuous linear representation from a topological group 

(G,  ) into a topological vector space (V, ), and (U,U) be an invariant 

topological vector subspace of (V, ) over c. There is a continuous linear 

subrepresentation c
U from a topological group (G, ) into (U,U).  

We claim that c
U is complete reducible. Let U1   U be an invariant 

topological vector subspace over c
U . Because c is complete reducible, there is 

an invariant topological vector subspace WU over c in V such that V = UWU.  

Furthermore, we will show there is an invariant topological vector 

subspace WU1 over c
U in U such that U = U1WU1.  

Because U1 is an invariant topological vector subspace over c
U, U1 is an 

invariant topological vector subspace of  V over c such that there is an invariant 

topological vector subspace VU1 over c and V =  U1 VU1. If U and VU1 are 

invariant topological vector subspaces of V over c, then VU1  U is an invariant 

topological vector subspace of V over c. We write WU1 = VU1  U in V. Since 

WU1   U, WU1 is an invariant topological vector subspace over c
U. Since U1  

WU1 = U1 ( VU1  U ) = (U1 VU1) V = {0} V = {0}, where U1, WU1 are 

invariant topological vector subspaces over c
U  in U, we have U = U1WU1. We 

conclude that every invariant topological vector subspace U1 of U over c
U has an 

invariant topological vector subspace WU1 of U over c
U and U = U1WU1. That  
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means that the continuous linear subrepresentation c
U from a topological group 

(G,  ) into a topological vector subspace (U,U) is complete reducible. ■ 

 

 Finally, Theorem 2.6 below gives a relationship between a complete 

reducible continuous linear representation and its representation space.  

                 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

Theorem 2.6 If c is a complete reducible continuous linear representation from a 

topological group (G, ) into a topological vector space (V, ), then V is a direct 

sum of minimal invariant topological vector subspaces of V.  

Proof. Let c be a complete reducible continuous linear representation from a 

topological group (G,  ) into a topological vector space (V, ). Let U be a 

topological vector subspace of V, which is invariant over c and minimal such that 

V = UW, where W is an invariant topological vector subspace of V over c. By 

Theorem 2.5, c
W is complete reducible and W = W1   X, where W1 is an 

invariant topological vector subspace of W over c
W that is minimal, and X is an 

invariant topological vector subspace of W over c
W, wherein c

X  is a complete 

reducible continuous linear subrepresentation. We continue the process on X. 

Because  W1 is a topological vector subspace which is minimal, we obtain X =    

X1  Y, where X1 is a minimal invariant topological vector subspace of X over c
X 

and Y is an invariant topological vector subspace of X over c
X. Finally, we have V 

= U   W1   X1 …, where U, W1, X1,… are invariant topological vector 

subspaces over its subrepresentation, which are all minimal. ■ 

                                                                                                                                                                                       

3 Conclusion 
 

1. If GLc(V) = {T│T: V→V linear, continuous and bijective}, then GLc(V)Lc(V), 

where GLc(V) is a topological vector subspace of Lc(V) and GLc(V) is a 

topological group under a composition function. 
 

 

2. There is a continuous linear representation from a topological group (G,  ) into 

a topological vector space (V, ), which is the homomorphism c from (G, ) 

into (GLc(V), GL) that satisfies the following properties:   

         

(i)  c( x y) =  c( x ) ◦ c( y ) , for every  x,yG 

(ii)  c(x
-1) = (c(x))-1,  for every an inverse element x-1 of x in G. 

(iii) c is continuous.  

  

3. Every irreducible continuous linear representation is complete reducible, and 

each subrepresentation of a complete reducible continuous linear representation is 

complete reducible. 
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4. For a complete reducible continuous linear representation, its representation 

space is a direct sum of minimal invariant topological vector subspaces of the 

space itself. 
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